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Since 1985, ABDO has been a leader in
children’s PreK–12 educational
publishing for school and public libraries,
providing the best in reading and
research for children and young adults.

Capstone ranks number one among both
students and their libraries pre-K through
high school. Whether recognizing colors
and shapes through pictures, learning
history through interactive chapter books
or encountering mystery and adventure
through safe graphic novels, kids (and
educators) choose Capstone because
they connect.

North Star Editions, Inc., is a privately
owned publishing company dedicated to
guiding readers toward a lifetime love of
reading. NSE offers fiction and nonfiction
for children and young adults that
inspires, informs, and entertains.

Rosarium Publishing is a fledgling publisher
specializing in speculative fiction, comics, and
a touch of crime fiction—all with a multicultural
flair. We simply believe that talent does not
inherently have a race, religion, or region; there
is no talent solely found in X or Y chromosome;
talent is everywhere, and we will comb the four
corners of this globe to find it. We like to be
crazy, wild, provocative. We also like to chill,
and there's never a moment where you won't
find us laughing.

Shout Mouse Press empowers those who
do not normally have the opportunity to
become authors to do so. We work with
communities whose voices largely go
unheard in typical publishing arenas:
authors of color; authors of limited
resources; authors who are marginalized
due to disability, lifestyle, or illness;
authors whose work is not taken seriously
because they are too young or too old.

ISSA is a learning community, powered
by the leading early childhood experts in
Europe and Central Asia. They unite
professionals and partners to deliver
high-quality early years services
equitably.

Jump! publishes children’s nonfiction with
a focus on curriculum-aligned subjects for
emergent through early-fluent readers.
Their books combine vibrant colors with
captivating photography and
corresponding text to draw readers into
the subject and encourage reading
success.

Milet has expanded the scope and look
of bilingual and multicultural titles for
children and adults, combining artistic
innovation with linguistic excellence in
books and multimedia resources that are
both educational and entertaining.

Founded in 1984, Orca Book Publishers
is an independently owned Canadian
children’s book publisher of
award-winning, bestselling books in a
number of genres. With over 1,000 titles
in print and more than 80 new titles a
year, Orca prides itself on publishing
Canadian authors and bringing them to a
wider market.

Rourke publishes engaging non-fiction,
fiction, and Spanish content that is
carefully crafted and curated, aligned to
rigorous national and state curriculum
standards, and engages students
“learning to read” and “reading to learn”.

Teacher Created Materials develops
innovative and imaginative educational
materials and services for students,
worldwide. Everything they do is created
by teachers for teachers and students to
make teaching more effective and
learning more fun.

TidalWave delivers a multimedia
experience unparalleled in the burgeoning
graphic fiction and nonfiction marketplace.
Dynamic storytelling coupled with
groundbreaking art delivers an experience
like no other.
Diversity defines TidalWave’s offerings in
the burgeoning pop culture marketplace,
offering fresh voices and innovative
storytellers.

Dark Horse is the world’s leading
independent comic and graphic
novel publisher and publishes a
wide variety of licensed,
creator-owned, and company-owned
books. With over 500 books to
select from, there is something for
everyone in our portfolio.

DYNAMITE was founded in 2004 and is
home to several best-selling properties,
including The Boys, The Shadow,
Vampirella, Warlord of Mars, Bionic Man,
Game of Thrones, SEAL Team Six and
more!
DYNAMITE is consistently ranked in the
upper tiers of comic book publishers and
controls an extensive library with over
3,000 characters, such as Vampirella,
Pantha, Evil Ernie, Smiley the Psychotic
Button, Chastity, Purgatori, and Peter
Cannon: Thunderbolt.

Valiant Entertainment is a leading
character-based entertainment
company that owns the largest
independent superhero universe in
comics with a library of over 2,000
characters, including X-O Manowar,
Bloodshot, Harbinger, Shadowman,
Archer & Armstrong, and many
more.

